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At WSK Australia we are specialists in the design, manufacture and 
installation of quality glass  pool fencing.   

WSK Australia's Pool fencing Systems use solutions that have been 
designed to comply with both residential and commercial building 
regulations in Australia. 

WHY US? 

The WSK Australia  Designed glass pool fence provides the safety and 
strength of a traditional swimming pool fence, whilst retaining an 
unobstructed view. 

These days there are many pool fences being sold throughout Australia 
and  unfortunately some of these products do result in short term 
hardware corrosion and in worse case complete glass failures. Being 
industry professionals, we at WSK Australia can assure you are receiving 
the absolute best in hardware and Australian manufactured glass.  

Our expertly designed and professionally  installed systems provide 
complete safety for children, without compromising the look of the 
property. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY 

Glass pool fencing is the ultimate in designer fencing systems. It provides 
a stunning feature to any property. 

Adding safety and security, it simultaneously offers style, spaciousness 
and long-lasting quality. These new revolutionary systems are designed 
to be used anywhere that a solid foundation can be provided, including 
decks and tiles. It is aesthetically pleasing and gives a pool that unique 
touch of class. Unobtrusive in its appeal, a frameless glass fence is the 
ideal solution to enhance any poolside or outdoor environment. 

All of our pool fencing systems are manufactured and installed to meet 
all of the following Australian Standards. AS 1926.1-2012 Safety barriers 
for swimming pool, AS 1288-2006 Glass in buildings selection and 
installation, AS 2208-2006 Safety glazing materials in buildings. 
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GLASS POOL FENCING 

PRODUCT RANGE  

Sivida - Fully Frameless Pool Fencing - (GO1 floor mount spigot )(GO2 
core drilled spigot ) (GO3 stand off face fixed )(G04 under floor channel ) 

Our Sivida fully frameless pool fencing system is made of 12 mm clear 
toughened safety glass with flat polished edges. The spigots are made 
from corrosion resistant marine quality 316 grade stainless steel, designed 
to hold the glass above the ground. 

The doors for the Sivida fencing system have a unique self locking 
mechanism, both the latch and hinges have a very minimal design yet are 
extremely strong. The latch is positioned 900mm from floor level on the 
inside of the gate in order to meet Australian Pool Standards.  

With Sivida fully frameless fencing there is no need to make your pool look 
like a fortress to keep it safe. Our Pool Fencing has been designed to meet 
all safety regulations, while not compromising on the landscape of your 
home.  

•Quality 316 grade stainless steel fixings 

•Glass can be cut to any size or shape to accommodate surface changes 

•Easy to clean as there are no hidden corners or holes to collect dirt  

•Can be installed both on flat ground or face fixed to a vertical surface 

PLENTIS - Semi Frameless Pool Fencing - (GO1 floor mounted )(GO2 core 
drilled )(GO3 face fixed ) 

Our Plentis semi-frameless pool fencing system is constructed from strong, 
durable non-weld aluminium post and 10mm toughened safety glass with 
flat polished edges. This semi-frameless system really complements modern 
and contemporary architectural styles.  

Industry-leading A-grade alloy, giving our systems optimum strength 
characteristics, corrosion resistance and enjoying a high architectural grade 
surface finish 

•Quality powder coated and anodised finishes 

•Large selection of colours to complement or contrast with your property 

•Concealed fittings for seamless aesthetics and protection from corrosion 

•Easy to clean as there are no hidden corners or holes to collect dirt  

•Can be installed both on flat ground or face fixed to a vertical surface 

MEASURE AND INSTALLATION  

WSK Australia offer a obligation free measure and quote on all of our 
products. Simple call 1300 66 13 28 to arrange a convenient appointment 
time. In this appointment we can discuss all options relating to your project 
along with real life samples you can touch and feel.   

WSK Australia also offers a full installation service on all of our products 
were you can count on our industry professionals to work with the upmost 
professionalism to achieve a smooth and seamless finish to your project. All 
of our installation team is fully trained and insured for your reassurance and 
peace of mind. 

MORE INFO  

Visit our website www.wskaustralia.com.au or call 1300 66 13 28

Sivida ( GO4 )

Sivida ( GO3 )

Sivida ( GO2 )

Plentis ( GO2 )
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